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Abstract
RSA is the well-known Public Key Cryptographic Algorithm invented in 1985 which is more powerful even today
because of its hardness in factoring the public modulus. The algorithm begins by considering two large prime
numbers and all the remaining calculations are based on these two numbers. Once we are able to find any one prime
factor successfully from the Public modulus which leads to cracking RSA. Many Cryptographers working hard to
find a novel approaches for factorization. This paper deals with the study of different algorithms used for
factorization and their key features in RSA. In the concluding part of this paper, the Author would like to explain a
novel approach which looks fair for Carmichael Numbers
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1. Introduction
Public Key Cryptography is a Cryptographic
scheme uses two different keys in which
Receiver’s public key used for Encryption and
only the intended receiver can decrypt it using
his own private key. This is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Public Key Cryptography model

Algorithm is well known popular Public Key
Cryptography Algorithm designed by R.
Rivest, A. Shamir and L. Adleman in 1977[1].
It is used widely in most of the e-commerce

applications. Few examples of RSA
Applications are web browser, e-mail, chat,
Master Card, VISA, e-banking and many
more. The main reason behind most usage of
RSA Algorithm is the hardness of finding the
two prime factors of a large composite number.
The implementation steps for RSA algorithm is
as given below.
1. Select two large prime numbers, x and y
2. Calculate N = x*y
3. Calculate the totient function
Phi(n) = (x-1)(y-1)
4. Select an integer e, such that e is co-prime to
Phi(n) and 1 < e < Phi(n).
5. Calculate d such that e.d = 1 mod Phi(n).
6. Encryption : Given plain text ‘M’
Cipher text C = Me mod N
7. Decryption : M = Cd mod N
The key strength point in RSA Algorithm is in
finding the two prime factors from public
modulus ‘N’. RSA laboratories has put forward
many challenges for factorization since
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1991[2]. The later part of this paper explains
the complexity behind some of the popular
factorization algorithms.
2. RSA Factoring challenge
Many Cryptographers and Mathematicians
working hard to find the better and fast
approach for Factorization. Security of RSA
relies on the computational difficulty of
factoring large integers. As computing power
increases and more efficient factoring
algorithms are discovered, the ability to factor
larger and larger numbers also increases.
Encryption strength is directly tied to key size,
and doubling key length delivers an
exponential increase in strength, although it
does impair performance. RSA keys are
typically 1024- or 2048-bits long, but experts
believe that 1024-bit keys could be broken in
the near future, which is why government and
industry are moving to a minimum key length
of 2048-bits
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discussing in this paper are :
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Table 1 : RSA factorization history [2]
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1. RSA Factorization Algorithms
This chapter describes the working principles
and mathematical background of few popular
factorization Algorithms and also their time
complexity
3.1 Trial Division
Trial division is the easiest of the algorithms to
understand, but least efficient. The run-time of
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this Algorithm is exponential[3]. The algorithm Failure
simply iterates through a list of primes p1 to pk
and tries to divide N. If it divides without a
 There are B-1 modular exponentiations
remainder, the algorithm has successfully
each requiring at most 2log2B modular
factored N. If not, the algorithm repeats for
multiplications
next prime numbers in the series. It is very
 The gcd can be computed in O(log2n)3
much necessary to try all the primes upto
using
the
Extended
Euclidean
sqrt(N) in worst case.
algorithm.
 Overall complexity will be
3.2 Fermat’s Factorization Method
O(BlogB(log n)2+(log n)3).
This Algorithm is based on how you can
represent an odd integer as the difference of 3.4 Pollard Rho algorithm
two squares. Lets discuss with an example.
Named the Pollard rho method because of its
Take composite number N = 6557
similarity with the Greek letter
(rho) the
Pollards rho method performs a random search
Step (1) : try for a is ceil value of square root using the cyclical properties of some Sequence
of 6557, which is 81.
Steps shown below.
(1). i =1
Step (2): Perform the following task untill you (2). x1= f(0, n-1) while true
get perfect square
(3). do i = i + 1
b2 = 812 - 6557 = 4,
(4). Xi = f(0, n - 1)
as it is a perfect square.
(5). d = gcd( | xi+1- xi|, n)
So, b = 2
(6). if d = 1 or d = n Output d
Step (3). factors of 6557 are:
(a - b) = 81 -2 = 79 and
(a + b) = 81 + 2 = 83.
The Complexity of this Algorithm will be in
the O(N1/4). The disadvantage of this
Algorithm is in step(2) we may not get perfect
square and loop may go infinite.
3.3 Pollard p-1 algorithm
Figure 2: Pollard – Rho factors in a periodic cycle
This is a better approach than trial division by
making use of Modular Exponentiation and
3. Results and Discussion
GCD[6].

Step (1): Set a=2
Step (2): for all i=2 to B perform following
a=ai mod N
d=gcd(a-1,N)
where B is prescribed bound
Step(3): if 1 < d < N then return (d)
Else

RSA Prime factorization is a big challenge for
Mathematicias and Cryptographers. Four
different Algorithms for factorization are
discussed in this paper with their important
isues.
A Carmichael number is an Odd Composite
Number which satisfies Fermat's Little
Theorem and having 3 factors.
An integer ‘N’ is said to Carmichael if it
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satisfies Fermat’s little theorem and three
factors (a,b,c) such that
(a-1)/(N-1)
(b-1)/(N-1)
(c-1)/(N-1).
Where a, band c are the three factors of a given
Carmichael Numbers.
Now the author would like to discuss a novel
approach for factorization and found suitable
for Carmichael Numbers. not promising for all
odd composite numbers.
Basically these carnichael numbers are called
as pseudoprime or false prime because
Fermat’s little theorem is used to test whether
given number is prime or not. Carmichael
numbers are special cases because it is having
three factors.
With the help of Fibonacci Series and matrix
method of expanding the fibonacci series,
finding the factors of Carmichael numbers
seems to give fair results.
GMP Arithmetic Library [10] is used to handle
big integer. For expanding the Fibonacci series
in a faster way, following method can be used

The equation to generate Fibonacci Series is
Fn = Fn-2 + r Fn-1 ……..(1)
Where ‘r’ is defined as order of ‘N’ choosen
from
AKS
Algorithm[9]
and
also
ordr(n)>log2N
By customising the fibonacci series in this
fashion, good results came out for Carmichael
Numbers..
6. Conclusion and Scope for future work
Four different approaches for prime
factorization have been discussed with their
complecity with an examples. A novel
approach for factoring a Carmichael Number
also discussed in thie paper Further this
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approach can be enhanced to get the factors of
all odd composite numbers.
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